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Value Added 

 Deliver and Track 
Critical Items. 

 Create usage 
metrics on 
inventory Items. 

 Speed delivery of 
requests to 
increase efficiency 

 Maintain Photos of 
Items to assist in 
locating critical 
components 

 FedRAMP 
Compliant  

 

 

  

 

Inventory Control 
RFID Tracking 
Barcode Tracking 

Inventory Management and Tracking  

SAM ENTERPRISE 
FEATURES 

Zebra Printer Enabled 

Reporting and Analytics 

Requesting System 

Custom Notifications 

Multi-Site Management 

RFID Tracking 

Comprehensive Tasking 
System 

Reorder Scheduling 

Android/iOS compatible 

Let SAM automate your 
inventory. Track what you 
need where you need it. 

SAM will allow you to set 
minimum quantities and 
automatically notify 
administrators or shop 
keepers when it’s time to 
reorder critical items. 

SAM starts by giving you 
an easy to use User 
Interface and powerful 
tools to operate your 
inventory. 

Know what you have, 
where it is and how much 
you use 

SAM Inventory Management and Tracking

Inventory Tracking – Automation – At The Level YOU Choose
SAM Inventory Tracking is 
a total solution to 
managing your critical 
inventory. With SAM you 
can leverage a full set of 
cutting edge features. 
SAM will also let you start 
with the basics and grow 
over time. 

If you require basic 
tracking SAM can deliver 
a basic configuration with 
simple barcode tracking. 

If you require more 
automation SAM can 
deliver with basic RFID 
block reader tracking. 

SAM can be configured to 
meet your unique needs. 

SAM Enterprise RM will 
never ask you to move 
backwards in order to 
move forward.  

A basic installation is a 
durable investment, one 
which can be built on as 
you need it and when you 
need it. 

The point is add what you 
want, when you want it. 
Behind the scenes SAM is 
creating all of the RFID 
data, regardless of your 
basic configuration. 

Want to turn it on? Simply 
apply the RFID tags and 
choose your reader! 

 

 

Attractive and Easy To Use 

Automate Tracking with Fixed RFID 

FIND Any Item  
Android Mobile RFID 
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SAM Inventory Management and Tracking  

The SAM UI presents a 
clean and attractive 
display of inventory items 
and can let you know how 
many you have and where 
they are. 

SAM treats your critical 
inventory items with the 
same look and feel that 
fuels World Wide E-
Commerce. 

The Look and Feel of E-Commerce 
This creates a familiar and 
attractive user experience 
for even the most 
demanding of inventory 
requirements. 

Transferring items out to 
users is as simple as 
assembling a list and 
batching them to an 
employee. 

You can use any data 
point to track employee. 

access from names to 
Employee IDs. If you 
require signature capture 
on transfers, SAM can do 
it.  

Remote deliveries? Utilize 
SAM Android application 
on Enterprise tablets. 

Need a simple panel 
where employees can 
search and shop, then 
order. SAM can do it for 
you. 

SAM Inventory Tracking and Management Features 

 

Need To Attach PO’s 
Line Cards – Material Safety Data 

 Scan Documents To Items 

 Create Item Profiles with Critical 
User Information 

 Track Enabling Paperwork Directly 
to Inventory Items 

 

 

 

 

 

Barcode Tracking 

Automated RFID Tracking 

Android Mobile Tracking 

Zebra RFID/Non-RFID Integrated 

Inkjet and Laser Color Printers 
Supported For Any type of Label 

Printing 

Comprehensive Location Tracking – SAM allows your enterprise to customize named locations in 
your sites, then assign users to those locations. This eliminates duplicate requests for inventory and 
notifies only those who can fill requests by sending them only to those users that have access. 

Customized Notifications – SAM will deliver any notification that works in your enterprise. If there is a 
limit on number of inventory items a user may have, SAM can notify the requestor and the Admin 
simultaneously for an authorization. Whatever notification is required, SAM can do it.  

Customized Tasking – Do you have a procedure in place for inventory delivery? Let SAM know, it can 
become a standard task in your tracking system. Do you fill requests by a central store location, SAM 
can map that and deliver.  Simply specify a task or work with our consulting team to create one or many 
and SAM will deliver them. 

Minimum Quantity Rules Authoring and Scheduling – SAM will create any policy for critical items 
inventory control and automatically generate notifications when thresholds are met. Do your items 
require compliance maintenance and testing? SAM can keep track of that as well. Simply specify the 
rule around any item and SAM will track it for you. SAM guards and ensures compliance. 

Unit Inventory Items – Component Tracking – SAM’s infinite parent/child functionality allows you to 
track inventory exactly as they are assembled. Create a single assembled item from multiple parts and 
track the entire configuration. Do you have interchangeable inventory items, SAM can track what items 
go together and what items do not. Track the whole assemble item or any part of it. The choice of 
complexity is yours. 

Site Transfers – Opening a new location, starting a new project? SAM can manage multiple sites and 
enable all inventory policies uniformly, quickly and efficiently as requirements expand. 

Dynamic Reporting – Do you know what reports you want. Let SAM know and you can have any 
named report you’d like. Need a report that is not as neatly defined? SAM will allow you to search and 
compile a list, then turn it into a Report. If you use that Report often, simply tell us and SAM will be 
configured to produce it. 

SAM can be configured to any function that a COMPREHENSIVE SOLUTION should provide. 
Don’t see your unique requirement listed? – Simply Ask Our Team and SAM can do it. 




